.
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Supreme

Beings

Sitting in the circle I felt my third-eye activated and still do

- it is 12.30am

now.

Felt Supreme Beings of the Universe came to me today. I resonated with their vibration and
sound. They will come again.
They are far more advanced than we are on this Earth-they are very loving and
compassionate Beings. They are very pure. Pure in feeling. Pure in Vibration. Pure in thought
- but not thought as we know it. It is resonating with each others own vibration and Being. A
highly advanced way of Being-vibrating with the sound of light and sound at such a high
vibration
things materialize instantly, all healing is instant-because of the Purity, Purity of
Being.

-

These Beings do not have bodies as we know them-but will materialize as bodies so we can
relate and have understanding of where they are coming from.
They have tried very hard to infiltrate Earth before-in Roman Times - but there was too
much brutality. They realized they had to leave and come back, try again when the world was
more advanced spiritually.
By concentrating on our Third-Eye Area, we can just look at another human being and if we
are advanced spiritually help them-help them heal, help them find love, help them
understand. There is no need for words-if a human being is advanced spiritually-the power of
intent and compassion is a living thing. Thoughts are living things.
We have no thoughts as you know them-because we use our Third-Eye Area all the time. We
are very Advanced Beings compared with you on Earth. We do not say this in a superior
manner. We so much want you to be the same, like us. We love you very much, very much.
We cannot accept the negativity in your world-we do not understand and find it rather
amusing. We would never hurt any living creature or being in any way. We only survive on
love.
In our world Time and Space does not exist-not exist at all. Everything is One. Past, Present
and Future are all One-and we live' for longer than you, we never really die, we are just part
of the Cosmos-enjoying ourselves-dancing with the Cosmos-we are so happy.
As you know we came to your circle today and stood behind everyone. Our vibration was
behind you and on each pair of shoulders. We showed you our Being like this so you would
understand and comprehend. You felt our Presence in your third-eye and your heart and
through out your Being.
Each one in the group can connect with USnow-however much they wish to. No pressure is
put on anyone. We only work through love and wishing the best for your world.
If you wish we purify your thoughts-and take any negativity away. When all negativity has
been eradicated from the mind and body (because your mind effects your body all'ihe time)
you will vibrate at a far different frequency and never be ill. You will shine and your light will
be visible and transparent. Some people (Beings) may want to cry in your Presence-it will be
too strong for them-the intensity of love that you will be transmitting from your Being. But
don't worry about this other humans vibrating at the same vibration as you will be attracted
to you. You will never ~~ on your OWD.
As more' and more people are contacted in this way-the world will gradually change. In fact at
some stage there will )Je a very rapid advancement of the human race.

We will send vortexes of light down to Earth and anj'one within the vortex will be effected
and cleansed, purified and renewed.
They (a lot of people) will not really understand
like a feather and be happy.

why they have changed-but

In the world as it is now most Beings experience bad negative thoughts
but these can be quickly released and purified (the power of intent)
As you develop your senses will become
cry and touch your Sou\.
Everything

highly sensitive and Beautiful

will gradually become apparent-just

Stay on this path now-we will be encouraging

-

will be "lighter"from time to time-

things will make you

let it flow. People will be effected by you.
and looking after you.

Karl and Guru De" both resonate in this way.
We will stop for now just write down your experiences

and what happened

to you today.

Know that you are always taken care of. All those people who die are still taken care of-just
because you no longer have a body. Your sou\! spirit can be "ery beautiful-but you have to
want this to happen.
Diana was a beautiful soul -so were your mother and father. They are all vibrating at a very
high frequency now and will be there to greet you when it is your rum to move on. There is
nothing to fear. Nothing.
We really must stop now or we will tire you. Farewell for now and our love goes with you.
Oenny Fiddes)
23rd November

2004

Out of the Creative Essence of Divinity, the Elohim of Creation, you created us, the
Energised soul of Crystal Perfection and Purity, and out of the perfect balance of that
creation you were created. Know that we are you, as you are we, the Spiralling Light of
Infinite Intelligence, Love and Wisdom. The Storehouse
for the Arms of Truth. In the
Universe, our Being, we are it's climatic and pivoral balance, the harmony of completeness
and unification.
q
In manifestation we are not of the physical and the language of our communication
emanates from deep within, is of inncr vibrational tonality, it's gende flowing
Truths imparted knowing, our revelation to you, our voice.

with you
waves of

Do not undermine who you are, and your capabilities. Be aware of the purity of all people,
that you are perfect, and that with you nothing is impossible. Without you we cannot exist,
neither can Planet Earth, nor the Universe. Take hold of this Truth and you will understand
what is your growth.
Seek always that which is Enlightenment.
Enlightenment
is what you are. It is ceaseless
reaching, ceaseless investigating, ceaseless deliberation of whatever needs to be eliminated,
changed or refined, but with absolute acceptance of yourself. Since you are part of Divinity
believe that anything you desire you may accomplish if it is for the edification of the
Universe.
Know with surety that you are accountable for a section of the Universe, that it is your love
that has brought us into existence, that upholds us and that nourishes
us. This is
Enlightenment.
To comprehend
your negativity or the Earth's or that of the Universe and
4

the way that power which
Enlightenment.

endeavours

to govem

is created

and extinguished.

This is

In the physical world in which you apply only a minute part of your brain in your thinking.
To amplify its power is to harmonise with our tone. Sustain it with the inhalation of purity.
Meditat.e your Focus with deep concenrration
to eliminate that which would interfere
thoughts input into the higher, lower, conscious and subconscious Self. This is the power of
clear thought and clarity, that brain capacity which will bring about miraculous changes to the
exalted benefit of all Creation.
W/e place around you now our Light of Love and Peace and within its beam we shine upon
you.

29th November 2004, 2 am.

;;

We are waiting for you
To find yourself and arrive,
To allow yourself the transition from the limited way you have lived
Into the universe of love and light
Where there is daily joy.
We are presenting you with evidence
Of new ways of being,
Ways which are and will lead you
To a loving and joyfulness you have never known.
If you choose this way
The path will be evident and clear.
The universe is providing you
With a great opportunity, a gift,
For you, for all of you.

Jay

5th December 2004 2.15
The more we share are own channels (experiences of meditation) where wisdom is obtained
the more spiritually connected we all will be we can also predict our future by the thoughts
we have positive or negative futures.
Interpretation of Tape (sun)
In my meditation I see a gold, liquid Gold in shape of hose pipe it goes Round and through
everyone of us and connects us and we are all one. Its like tuning in to eac.h others
Brainwaves to make a Current to beam out to the Universe. The more people in the group
the higher and more open the frequency Higher beings then connect and Communicate to
each persons individual's Energy giving information to empowcr self on earth.

5th December

2004

The tinkling of the bells, the clicking of the dolphin sounds makes you aware of the waves of
sound we are sending. To you we are different, we will change our visual appearance to
match yours in yow: meditation. We are pure energy and can make you feel uneasy with our
power but will blend in so that we can meet on an even playing board. We will teach you how
to become pure energy like us through meditation and love for each other. The signs are
good that we will soon be among yow: group and help you to understand our philosophy for
life. Ow: lifespan is longer than yours, but yours will soon extend and your mind will grow to
accept our teachings. Many souls will be touched by your knowledge. Your teachings will be
found in the history of time. From when you were nothing to how you have evolved to
today, your brain growing slowly has not yer expanded to it's full capacity, but it ,vill with our
help become large enough to accept our teachings.

.

CRANO EXPANDO VISULATO BELIEF AND
UNDER..<;TANDING BE WITH YOU FOREVER
JANO CORRIANDO BELEVIO
5th December

2004

SPACE/TIME - CIRCLE
As starseeds
inner

space.

we travel through
It is no coincidence

the void on solar winds into the vastness

of our incarnated

we have

- to

been

drawn

to this place

and time

each

other

in

the circle. The mystery of our life journey and purpose is very near. As lightworkers we have
been drawn like moths to a flame. Chosen before birth our paths were meant to cross.
We have work to do on the earth plane to bring others into the healing light - to help to raise
the vibrations of the planet and our own souls to other dimensions. Our re-connection to our
purpose through hearing our lost common language of the space/ time has taken place at a
deep subconscious
level - linking us to source and to our intergalactic friends from many
dimensions. As our purpose unfolds let us hear without misunderstanding;
see with clarity
and feel with love the mission we have set ourselves and may the grace courage and love of
ow: universal family illuminate the way and guide us towards our destiny through these
difficult times of physical incarnation. And may we each know the right thing to do on
whatever path we have chosen and may we have the courage to fulfIl our destiny as evolving
beings-- ---blessed be.
Margaret Cleverly

18th December

2004

The love of the lord is the greatest
He looks down upon the earth and sees the works of man.
They must now look to there spirituality.
And not spend their lives only concerned with material
Things but seek Gods light and spread his love around
the world.
Jacqueline

-
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Colin Lomax

.

Each and every one of you emits a different vibration and we draw up on this multitude of
unique energies and use thc<mto a great effect. You have all been chosen because of the great
diversity in your energies. The work that we have undertaken will be beneficial to all
mankind, although we do have a long way to go yet. Some weeks you will notice new people
coming to the group, this is because we need to add these new types of energies to this circle.
As we work together you will sometimes feel our presence close to you and this could, on
occasion, cause a little discomfort, head aches, tingling and so on, if this is the case just ask
and we will endeavour to take these sensations away. As a collective, we are working with
physical and spiritual energies and because of this it will have a tremendous impact on the
heavens. All of us, as a spiritual unit, are making a difference to the future of man and also to
the planet earth. We, the masters, have a powerful energy and when it is combined with your
physical one it conjures up a vortex, in which we can transport ourselves through to the earth
plain so that we can work together with you in this circle. As we work together we create
enormous energies, which we then manipulate and once we have composed them we applied
them to the abused and needy areas. This in time, will have an energising and in places a
soothing effect on time, space and all astral and humans alike.
Remember, the greatest of all the vibrations is the one of love, this energy has the power of
life, the ability to heal, the strength of forgiveness, the control over emotion and the might of
death.

10th January 2005
It is with our loving concern for you Earth Plan that we now speak to you of its darkness,
negativity and its lack of spirirual knowledge. In the name of God there are those among your
people who seek to control and ro disempower. They promote ignorance by concealing and
distorting the Truth. Tbey set up conditions to do things their way manipulating in the name
of the Light the weak and the vulnerable. Such actions energise the darkneww by keeping the
Light from the people adding fear and destruction to the Planet and the Universe.
Within your soul recognise that the Earth was created to be a realm which engenders
Enlightenment,
Expansion and Love with Peace and Compassion
among its dwellers, an
abode in which people through their own involvement
may develop insight of their
connection with the Universe, accept responsibility for themselves, for others, for the Earth
and for the Universe, and through Love may accomplish perfection in all and everything.
Planet Earth is not in balance and is creating imbalance in the remaining balanced Galaxies.
Now is a time of Crisis. You have harvested wreckage upon your Earth and surrounded it
with an almost impenetrable force of negativity. We have drawn close to your Planet in large
numbers so that our light faces can rescue and help you. Be open ro us. Always we are here
to give comfort and guidance. Ask for help knowing that it will always come when you ask.
Through a flowing stream of expanded consciousness
in a realm beyond the mind we will
direct to you our powerful and loving thoughts.
To assist in our mission with Planet Earth's deliverance from its pollution and destruction
there are those from other Dimensions who with their love, healing and technology work
with us towards perfecting and educating humanity in the ways of the Universe. Within their
culture they have attained perfection. Tbey have achieved Enlightenment
and have overcome
the difficulties of the physical and of the material world. They are in Service to us. We equip
them to undertake that which is needed for your Planet to accelerate and to expand its
vibration of Love.
Acknowledge
their endeavour to impart to you knowledge of other species and realities,
other structures of energy the essence and format for the minds expansion and insight.
We open the way for our love energy to link with yours that we may direct it with your
thoughts that miracles may be activated. Allow you positive thoughts and energies to become
a tidal wave of Love and Light to de-energise the darkness of War, the Wave of Rebellion,
the pain and the grief of people and animals in danger or distress. Know it is the Love, Light
and Compassion
we send that opens and heals hearts, averts disasters and begins the
evolvement of your Planet towards the perfection for which it was purposed.
Do not accepr our Truth in blind faith. You must at all times ask for clarification. We are
with you always. We give you Love and bring you Peace, our Qui! and Seal your marked
identity.

8

16th January :,!.Uu~
After Meditation
After reflecting on meditation, I was in the kitchen and suddenly found myself with my
so went and sat down
hands at chest level, holding sides of cardigan, felt a male influence
again. Heard "there is disparity" so picked pencil up and the following flowed:-

-

There is disparity betWeen the Inner and Outer. When this occurs, it is like a flint not igniting
the Spark. Sources are available for the bringing together, the acknowledgement of disunity.
In the meantime chaos reigns. Once resolved to encounter disparity, doors are opened and
Light streams through. Light is nor just an energy, but the instigation of creation through
creativity. So - we come - as many times before, to await a response. Sparks will fly to ignite
the fire to consume the dross - and in the sieving - will be found the impenetrable action
but rather from
that has caused the illusion. Listen to us - not with the vanity of a Species
_ a space created - to enable the correcting energies to dissolute the impenetrable force that
stops progress.

-

Ad Hocem Theus.

19th January 2005
To live in peace with your fellow man is gods perfect plan.
For the earth will then be a place to rejoice when the people can
Speak with the voice of love, to one another.
There will be no more pain.
And Joy will abound in the land.
And we will all be glad that we have found the pathway to gods heavenly light.
And we will live in one accord and praise the lord
Jacqueline

6th March 2005
MY FRIENDS
It is now time, that we must tell you of many wrirings that father gave to us when we! As you
are now where being tested to our limits, that which aided our evolution, as you call it!
Be assured then of how great is fathers love, his unconditional love for all things. Do not
anger. Do not be sad, Do not feel empty, Do not hate, nor despise, only love and understand
and accept your brethren, for all without Question are your brethren for as you are mine so
am I yours, know for this is the truth of all life.
Fathers love is for all it belongs to our kind, to your kind! To all kind, as does it belong too
the Christian, also the Hindu, also the Seekh also the Muslim also the atheist, also-the bitter
and murderous person the user, the liar the cheater, the war maker the abuser, for if it were
not so, then love would not be so, forgiveness would not be so, pity would not be so, is it not
true, that some of our likeness came to your dimension, and were tortured and mutilated
because of lack of understanding. Father knows all things and as such can accept all you must
tOo open your hearts and be one in accepting as must we, all, that all must lead to a balance,
father knows, that you will find difficulty in this memory of acceptance, but know that it is
within you too find, be not the Judge nor the jury of any other only love and pity help them
search to find a way in which they can learn to share that which belongs to all for they for
what ever reason have felt separated form the all, and so in the confusion, we know there is

no separation, they have learnt to lie, steel, hate, cheat, kill, abuse, and such, we must think!
And know! That they have remembered, that they belong, and this will help the balance of all
things.

-

We know that this too will be a test for you in acceptance, but we as always will love and help
you along your walk with us, look upon the universe and the stars and the fabric of all things
and remember your place in this fabric, for however impure the fabric may be, the expert
weaver shall make the finest fInished garment, so hold the fabric for father as he weaves his
power and love him as he loves you, as we love you, and know thar there is hope.
My friends I hope that you are well, we will be together eventUally one and all, for we all
come home the same way, to the same plaqe of our beginning
You are fathers beloved,
know this, for you are what you must be, so then be as you are
within the balance of all things.
Be strong my friends

17th March 2005
Gods love surrounds you
He watches o\'er you
You are under his care and protection
Your work is of great importance
You are the pioneers, and you will be the new leaders
You must listen with great care
To your teacher's words
As he has great experience and knowledge
He will lead you down the right path
If you will head his words
All will be well with you.

19th March 2005
My friends, you need look no farther than yourself
That is to say, to look inwardly to oneself and
Remember who you are, the way you see yourself,
That grand vision of the Self, is the very way
Life itself or as you say God! Himself sees for you
and everything. around y.pu are one
For do not feel separate, this is an illusion we create
the illusion that our life becomes
So think!
All is well, and so shall it be
Think not of me as above you, but as part of you
All of you, living in you, watching through your eyes
Taking joy and gladness in )'ou
Be sure of love and truth, and these realities
will be the only things thar matter in your world
Then it will mould and shape your world for infinity.
Live well and find joy My friends
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20th March

2005

My friends. We bring you much love, we must also bring more love, and many blessings from
father no this, that we have been watching and waiting for many eons of time for this
moment of the NOW, to come, so we may light your path.

.

Yours is truly a Golden Moment of the NOW, when you shall accomplish much in the name
of the father, In all of your desperate times, have we not visited you and brought you the
greatest treasure, for truly this treasure, is knowledge such as you may not learn nor read
from a book nor be taught nor teach, for this is already within you, all we need do is to speak
the righr word ask the question to open the spirit and the soul, we tell you then in truth and
in love, that you are all things you are everything, you are what you are because god wills it
so, when one tear falls, so do the tears of many fall, here us, for we speak the truth
everything is one, for we are all one, because one breaths we all breath father loves us no
more, and no less than he loves you, for his love is without compare or end, free then your
thoughts use them wisely and well use the tools of creation make this wondrous dream the
dream of the father a reality.
For your future, waits upon the edge of existence be not afraid to step into the unknown, do
you not know that father holds your hands everyday as a Samaritan carried the lords cross,
when in despair look to your inner self and father shall always hear you, call upon all your
brethren, to assist you remember the little people, the spirits of nature that live amongst you,
you do not see them, only because you do not really open your eyes strip away the illusion
the lie, and by your side they will stand, love them and they shall exist, for what you truly
remember, shall return as if it had never left at all, for father say's, when I was lost and lonely
you befriended me when I hungered and thirsted you gave me food to eat and water to drink,
when I was cold you made a space for me and sheltered me, how could I forget you my
children for when I thought of you, you became the most beautiful of all my visions, for you
became me, and I live in and through you always.
When the world outside seems cold take it not as a judgement upon you, for all things in the
universe grow at different stages and speeds yet father loves them all, he tends his garden
well for he is the gardener and you his plants, sometimes he Durchers you talks to you and
then comes the day that he will cut you down or dig you up and lovingly make of you the
compost which grows you back, what love is this! What devotion is this beyond compare and
thought weeds cover the ground, yet still the fruits and vegetables that grace his table grow
and live.
Your love feeds the father as does his love feed you be content in this knowledge, within the
golden spinning light in your mind resided the mind of God ultimate power this is his gift to
you should you wish to see it and change your reality, our realiry all reality for the sake of the
greater good may the next years, fill you with fath'ers light, may you find comfort, and
reassurance the answer is within your grasp, we continue to wait for you willingly at the edge
of your dimension always, first you saw us, then you suddenly stopped seeinlL us then
changes occurred and you no longer looked for us, now you see us as we really are, once
more, your loving friends.
We continue to watch and wait in loving anticipation may love and comfort surround you. So
it continues.Love and Light to you all
My friends.

II

24th March 2005

~IY FRIENDS
As the sap arises in the tree, within your world so also does the wisdom and understanding
increase as the buds come forth and the lea\'es grow so does each new idea spring forth, and
is the old idea swept away.
There are many in your world who see the light, within the universe and feel the touch of the
Infinite One. For now you are many, it is time to reach further than ever before to go forth
with confidence, in your understanding for you know deep within that what you feel must be
right and true.
The power of the father of the universe is with you, and part of you. Love and thought are its
ultimate vehicle, our dimension will soon meet with yours in a way it has never met before
for, it is necessary to redress the balance in your world, great shifts are taking place within
your world. We control these in our own world in love, for the sake of the greater good. We
need your thoughts as this time passes for we are truly one and without each other the
universe will continue to grow into itself, for as we trunk only of ourselves, so will this
selfishness make the uni,erse go into itself further and further.
We cannot stress more that, this selfish nature humanity has developed has
fat millennia! Wanting to lead and refusing to be led, taking and not sharing,
working towards a common goal, we ourseh'es, once saw only this then
universe shone upon us, and we accepted it with open arms we ask that you

been its downfall
stealing, and not
the light of the
do the same.

I say to you, share all things write to your leaders, and give }'our thoughts and ideas for they
are needed in your communities how can people help if they no not the feelings of many
around them, so then educate them, and change many hearts.
Love and light be yours forever let the darkness become
sunshine and the food and wisdom overflow among you all.

light the clouds

move and the

We bring you 100'e and peace always.

24th March 2005
My beloved children you have come far, but there is much to.do, you must open and clear
your hearts, we are here with our endless divine love, to help you to fdl your hearts with
endless divine love, so that everyone and everything you touch will be engulfed with endless
divine love.
My beloved children remember we are all one, one spirit, one heartbeat, one breath. Your
light shines bright in the darkness open your hearts my children, and f1Ilyour earth with
endless divine love. When you breathe mother earth breathes too, as do the animal kingdom
wd the plants and trees, take a deep breath my children, take our endless divine love into
your hearts and release our and your endless divine love into mother earth and all th'at is on
Jer, my beloved children when you breathe as does everything with you. Shine you r light,
dease your divine love, and watch mother earth become a beacon of endless divine love.
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MY FRIENDS
As the sap arises in the tree, within your world so also does the wisdom and understanding
increase as the buds come forth and the leaves grow so does each new idea spring forth, and
is the old idea swept away.
There are many in your world who see the light, within the universe and feel the touch of the
Infinite One. For now you are many, it is time to reach further than ever before to go forth
with confidence, in your understanding for you know deep within that what you feel must be
right and true.
The power of the father of the universe is with you, and part of you. Love and thought are its
ultimate vehicle, our dimension will soon meet with yours in a way it has never met before
for, it is necessary to redress the balance in your world, great shifts are taking place within
your world. We control these in our own world in love, for the sake of the greater good. We
need your thoughts as this time passes for we are truly one and without each other the
universe will continue to grow into itself, for as we think only of ourseh'es, so will this
selfishness make the universe go into itself further and further.
We cannot stress more that, this selfish nature humanity has developed has
for millennia I Wanting to lead and refusing to be led, taking and not sharing,
working towards a common goal, we ourselves, once saw only this then
universe shone upon us, and we accepted it with open arms, we ask that you

been its downfall
stealing, and not
the light of the
do the same.

I say to you, share all things write to your leaders, and give your thoughts and ideas for they
are needed in your communities how can people help if they no not the feelings of many
around them, so then educate them, and change many hearts.
Love and light be yours forever let the darkness become light the clouds move and the
sunshine and the food and wisdom overflow among you all.
We bring you love and peace alw\lYs.
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5th April 2005

.

'.

The world needs the help of all of you at Gatley.
It is the time for new beginnings.
To bring Gods heavenly light into the world!
With your prayers dedication and good deeds.
It is with your good deeds that you are performing Gods work.
Each one reaches up to the sky and glows in the heavens as a bright light.
For it is in this way that you are spreading Gods love around the Earth. And in this way you
are showing your love for him, in your lov~ for others. For you are all brothers, and sisters,
whatever race religion or colour.
You are all his children and he loves you all.

Jacqueline

9th April 2005
So as your roots your foundation reach deep into your earth
And your rronk creates many millions of branches
So they hold the same leaves
seen as thought processes
each leafnolds the same nutrient to survive
as does the many groups of your open spiritUality
hold the same values as they now come together
this is Knowledge

tOth April 2005
The following was received after meditation.
"The epitome is centrifugal
upon the Earth today.

to the conditions

appertaining

to the diverse conditions

found

For the vast majority, the centre upon which all is founded, is no longer there. - It is no
longer a rock - a firm grounding - but rather a 'liquified' conglomeration
of incoherent
energies, clashing randomly.
Overseen, from our point of view, the characteristics are such, as to impose a prison.li.ke
restriction, on the ultimate transformation
of rhe inviolate Principle of Love."
Beryl.
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12th April 2005

.

.

My beloved children you need to connect with mother earth, feel her breathe, feel the grass, the
movement of each leaf and petal, hear her, feel her, for when you feel and glimpse her
movement, then you are alive, then you are one with mother earth, when you feel these things
you are connected, then you can expand, into space, into other gala.'<ies,and beyond it is limidess.
My children start with feeling the leaves, the petals, the trees, the animals, feel my children feel
and be free! Free like the wind, free like the birds in the sky, open your hearts children and let
them sing in oneness with mother earth, for we are all one, feel my children, glimpse the
movement, hear the sound and learn to be one, because we are, one breath, one spirit, one heart.
We have missed you, because you have not spoken for so long, talk to us with your hearts, we
wait for you to speak, the leaves, the petals, the trees, the animals, we are you. Acknowledge you.
When you go to work or shopping or at home talk to the trees, leaves, grass, the birds with your
hearts, we long to here you. Oh what joy for all, reconnect with your family, your breath, your
spirit, your heart, my children the time is now. To be one with mother earth and all that is

13th April 2005
To be at peace together and in one accord with all things , it is wise first to bring all things that
have life to agree, this you call the natural law, there are many whom do not follow this law but
only the law that they create, which is created upon an untruth, this they do because it is a choice
they make, not out of love for all things but out of a selfish nature, this must in your world be
changed, the only way to change this is to appose this way of thinking.
It is because they fear what they do not understand and because they only trust the models of life
that they know, yet they say they do not fear change, there were many in our race who feared
change some did not embrace the change, but became as one, because the majority chose the
light, and then all, then became light, and love and truth replaced fear. It is so important to fight
for what you believe in not in the war like sense but with continued work and not as you call it
giving in to the lie, you will achieve what you acknowledge and continue to work for. Explain to
people how important it is and what it will mean to the future of your world, you must gain the
trUst of all in your civilization to succeed, it is through the power of thought, deeds, acts,
meditation, empowerment, loving and caring.
You must know within that you will succeed, you notice the word WILL, it is the Power of Wil~
as you corrununicate with the inner self of another being that the corrununication will become
clear to the other, remember that you are one and that what works will not harm a soul but only
bring positive progression.
In love and in peace, I complete our communication for now. I will speak again, there is much to
do
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16'" April ZOOS
Disciples of Light
On the energy of your Love, we of Perfection, in the Sphere of your Prayer and meditations
surround and infuse you with our Teachings of Lm'e. We thank you for your Trust and your
Pledge to work with us.
Know that you are not here by chance but by your choice at pre-birth. That having come from
and assisted other Planets and Planet Earth in the past you have chosen again to give service at
this time of crisis.
To reinforce your commitment of Love we urge that you give it voice, that it may be given
strength, that you will be strengthened, that the Battalions around you will be strengthened by
your joy and surround you with the purest of Love. We need your physical energy and your
minds to work with. There are no limitations on our possibilities when we are working with you.
Always we are here to Im'e, educate and suPPOrt you that your lives may be enriched with the
Wisdom, Knowledge and Power of our Realm.
Through your acceptance of us we desire to blend and expand with your intellect into your innet
knowing, that we may bestow upon you gifrs from the Universe. Remember, all Knowledge is
within you. All you need to do is to access it. We will help you to progress at a speed necessary to
you to grow this lifetime. Your purpose today is to experience and ro develop in acceptance and
Love. With a new plan of Guidance we will lead you on your journey that you may be of
assistance to the Earth Plain as it goes through its Spiritual Revolution.
The energy that surrounds the Earth is opening to Divine Manifestation and we are doing
everything possible to connect with you, guide and support you through this period of Spiritual
Exploration when many are being awakened and made aware.
Your work will transform your life and will yield for you great contentment as you direct and heal
others through your own example and revelation. We will advise you as far as possible at the
time. We have a perceptive insight of the overall outcome but cannot in any way interfere with
free will. Be responsive and know that each day is accomplished. Find Joy Peace and Spiritual
Aspiration while walking your Life's Path.
The communications we gi e you are not of yourself. They come direcdy from the Father. All the
Love, sustenance and instruction is sent through us to you because as yet you are not able to
conceive or discern on the Father's \"ibraaon.
Love encompasses our e ery word and with that you are healed. When you are afraid a
confidence is lacking or you seek answers to questions speak to us. Comforting Energy
accompanies our message.
Through us God helps you to Wlderstand the changes that are transpiring on the Earth and that
are arising within you. E ~-thing you do is meaningful and advances you along your path.
You hesitate and question your worthiness as a Channel of our Light. As a Pursuer of 1J:uth you
are taken down many paths, Know thar you cannot li\'e in the Light if you have not looked into
darkness. The essence of life is rorecognise the Borders of Choice. As Wisdom comes from
discrimination so does discrimination lead to Wisdom. Realise that every soul has learned about
wrong choice. Nothing makes us less lonble
in God's eyes or in ours. We 100'c )'oU
unconditionally. Have compassion upon yourself and with tendemess learn to love yourself as we
love you and you love others,
It is important for people on ~'our Planet to understand their responsibility for self and for each
other and for the Unn'erse, Each action, each thought, each word affects the Universe. Those
upon Planet Earth must begin to work in one accord. instability, and in peace with each other.
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Your motivation with others must at all times be of the highest. Your purpose and direction must
be clear. Your kindness, your love, your energy and your contentment in life must expand to
touch others.
Understand the joy, trepidation, grief, anguish, love and displeasure of those around. Show no
aggression in the imparting of knowledge and wisdom neither condemn nor judge others for the
way they conduct their life. With steadfastness, maturation, and love be gentle and sow your seed.
Master these things. Be the highest example without activating fear.
Have love, give love, share love. Realise that no-one is perfect, but each one of you has within
qualities that blended with others make a perfect being, a Commissioner of the Light. God's
sword and Armour of Love for a world in dilemma.

17rbApril 2005
Come on and rejoice, and lift up your voice and sing.
For the heavens are lit up with the glories of the light. Which glows and glistens in the night.
For all to see Gods heavenly light. In the Wonders of the world and Universe. Which shows
Gods might.
Jacqueline
The world is changing very quickly now. You must prepare yourself for it by meeting with
like minds. And also with your prayers,
The spirit world will help you with your endeavours.
There is much work to be done.
Be guided by your teacher.
And keep to the path.
Jacqueline.

17thApril 2005
To be humble within the light of God is to know that you are a very small parr of the
Universe but at the same rime to understand that within your space is the quintessence of all
there is. Let go of the ego within that space giving total control to the will of God, the
understanding of your inftnite existence is likened to a grain of sand on a beach, small but
signiftcant. We become empowered within our space,but gentle like a babe in arm, the arms
of God.
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29'" April

2005

Out of the Radiance and Place of Being, we, of Soul, through the delegation of our
Instructors from co-existent worlds have delivered into the Clearing of Earth's Resolution
and Groans, our message of Understanding, that at this, her moment of Awakening, she may
be infused and nourished with the Might and Infinitude of the Blazing Holy Fire, fanned
from the Aflamed Divinity of the Father, whose Creative Spark of Compassion and Eternal
Love shall ignite the Omniscient Flame of Peace, Forbearance, Knowledge and Wisdom.
Hope's shining and Golden Ray for the dispersal of Darkness, the purposed intent and
intercession from the Blessedness of Zion's ~omposite and Zone of Perfection.
In the nalne of air God and Father we raise high His Flare, that ots clear radiance may fall
upon the many ways that lead to the Glory of the Heavenly Kingdom, that all who suffer,
search, and doubt, maay be guided into the Mansions and Sanctuary of the Father's rest and
embrace.
,
Know that with the pledge of your heart, mind and will we, at your times of quiet acceptance
and sleep stimulate and enforce through our energised impulsions to your brain, our chosen
words and intuition, that our purpose may be accomplished leading you forward at all times
into purity and light.
Within the Thoughts, Support, Strength, and Truth of our Teachings be ever mindful of your
thoughts and have mastery over their influence on another's deeds that you may not reap on
their return a sorrow, but the Light of Peace and Joy, the accountability
of Heavenly
acknowledgement
and Justice. Consider carefully dle evolvement of your Souls's Path and
know that every thought you senq out is creating the evolution and transformation
of the
Planet. Communicate
your thoughts to one another and refine them to those of Love,
Healing, Joy and Peace, that as they resonate with people and events in the Universe now and
in the future they will nullify with their power those emitted with negativity and destruction.
Realise that Life is a journey of finding your deeper level of Truth and Compassion, and
being true to your Soul. In situations of challenge consider that which your soul can
accomplish, how your soul can evolve your personality and raise your thoughts to higher and
finer levels of energy. Know that you are a high and powerful being and retain within you the
compassion, wisdom and power to care from a high level of integrity at all times. With
affIrmation, strength of will and intent resolve to overcome situation of resistance and
conflict connect deep within yourself, and act with loving understanding. Let go of Ego,
Anger and Blame. Be truthful about who you are. From your lips pour forth words of
honesty, truth and justice without any utterance or Falsehood that you r seeds of Everlasting
Peace may be sown upon the Earth and Flourish, with shimmering Bloom in the hearts of
your Brothers and sisters, the Ordination of progress for Mankind toward the Dwelling Place
of Peace, Love and Perfection.
Seek always with
your Father, that
you to manifest
correcting power
accomplish.

the sincere voice and trusting prayer of your heart, the blending thought of
with His greater help and strength you may use the Creative Energy within
in the physical the bestowed Beauty of your Souls's desire the mlillstering
that overcomes those deep concerns, which of yourself you are unable to

As you serve your Father speak only in Spirit and in Truth with words of gendeness and
simplicity without harshness or condemnation
that those in doubt and in despair may turn to
you for help and guidance, a giver of comfort and strength.
Without prejudice open your heart to all that each may know with trust, hope aod love the
Guiding Hand of the Father and away walk in Peace and Tranquility the route of his allotted
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path. Allow not another through discord nor breach to cause you to go against your inner
conviction, neither submit and impel the same to accept the truth of your persuasion.
With great care and wisdom shall your Leadets by air thoughts be chosen, they who are
truthful wise and just, beyond reproach, honoured, respected and loved, who seek not to gain
dominion and rule over other by coercion or by guile, who at all times gather their charge
together as one; for purity, exaltation and Divinity, for the Love of the Father and
Righteousness of God, the Cornerstone and Foundation of our new Building and Concept
Structure, the Housing and Preparation of the Way of Creative Restoration for an Everlasting
and unbreakable Peace among the Cosmic Principalities and Peoples upon Earth.

1" May 2005
It is not in obedience to a commandment, but in compliance as a matter of inner choice too
the unwritten law of unconditional love and trUst, in the thought form of the creator that
bequeathed it too us all, do not be confused into obedience for it is the creator's power that
gave us the mind, soul the spirit that questions, the validity of all things, for we are individual
yet are we inseparable because there is no such thing as separation.
Be as a sponge in the ocean of life receive all that life has, be as you truly are. Then receive
the remembering of only the things in life that assist in the creation of positive progression,
hurt or offend no living thing for as you harm so do you harm yourself in that moment, for
true unconditional love, has a sign that if you can cry another persons tears, then you are on
your way to understanding what it is, the thing we all search for. Yes! we also continually seek
perfection in all, the balance is the most important thing in existence itself, if this balance was
truly damaged then progression of the universe can be effected adversely, which means the
progression of the souls travel to all dimensions would cease to be.
We will not allow this to happen to lie is to achieve nothing of value for the greater good of
all, politics are lies and achieve little.
THE

PRAYER OF PROTECTION
Oh Father Life

You Who Breathes Life Into All Living Things
I/We Now Re-afflrm Your Love
And Your Protection Upon Me/Us
And Upon All My/Our Brothers And Sisters
Upon This Dimension Of Existence
And Upon All Other Plains Of Existence
[jWe Affirm That I!We Recogni;>e All Living things
Bearing No Negative Emotion Towards Any
Because We Know It Does Not Liken One To Another
We Now See All Things In Existence
As They Should Truly Be
We See This In Our Creative Soul Or Mind
And with Your Love Make It Reality Right Now
In The Name Of Unconditional Love
And Devotion To The Truth
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10d, May 2005
My children of light, though you walk through the valley of death, we are here to enfold you
with our divine love, and light your way, when we say the valley of death, we mean your
Earth is dying as you know it, to be re-birthed as a flame of unconditional love, you have the
spark of unconditional love in your hearts. My children of light, ignit the spark into a flame
of divine love in your hearts, and then when you all come together, oh what a flame of divine
unconditional love, that will be seen and felt through the galaxies. For you chose to carry the
spark in your hearts and be here to ignite the flame of divine unconditional love, remember
when you walk through the valley, the spark in your hearts and turn it into a flame and come
together as one in a flame of unconditional love, for my children of light, you chose to do
this for the sake of mother earth, and for the sake of all that is.

6thJune 2005
We want you to know of our intentions, for all of you at Gatley. Which is for you to bring
enlightenment to the world. To prepare them for the great happenings which are going to
take place, when people will be creating everything with visualisation.
And the power of good will be greater than the power of evil. When people will put the
needs of others before their own. And they will be reaching up towards the light to gain
greater spirituality. And they will become aware, and appreciate the wonderful scenic beauty
which is around them everywhere. Instead of thinking mainly of material things. For in this
way we will grow spiritually and raise our energy, and vibrations. To enable people to aspire
to higher dimensions, and lead others to the light.
Jacqueline

6thJune 2005
There is a new morality forming which means everyone has to start doing that extra bit,
which helps. In other words sticking to the truth in a situation no matter what. Putting it
fIrmly and in love for the fellow man that it will affect, making sure one's own actions do not
do any kind of harm unseen or seen. What is fare to all harms no one, in other words certain
changes although they appear to be disruptive in the begging will after a time be more
beneficial then they were upheaving and any upheaval will be smoothed. Do not fear the
unseen, when you act in lm'e and trUth.

7'hJune 2005
Be strong my friends in the face of adversity, know that I am, we are corning through as your
need arises. Know that you have been chosen and your work will be supported on e¥ery level
by connection. Know that those that oppose universal unity will not win, this cannot be
allowed. This does not mean to say that your leaders are wiser than any individual, but that
they must be guided and truly listen to the people. Know that your group has powers to
effect this major change, do not hesitate begin the work each of you needs to do without any
delay. Your leaders are now in great need of what we will advise them, no one man can do
what needs doing by all.
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13'hJune 200S
Botan en yeman. To all who listen will hear, those who do not hear will be taught by those
who will hear.
Coman du pastre, coman
Wamobi.

du life, du master of all greet you with the tribal greeting of

Come give me your hand in friendship, I will lead you to the stars. Your voice will be heard
throughout the Universe. You are young and we are old, come sit with me and I will explain.
Many decades ago we were strong and powerful like the ripples in the lake. We need a new
stone to be put into the lake to creare new ripples. You are that stone, soon you will be
amongst us to make us strong again.
Peace be with you, we will call on you again.
Tell your friends of this message it is for them also.
Chinan el torack de masablo.

13thJune 200S
The most imporrant thing is to have love for one another, and our fellow man. It sustains us
through our grieve, and pain. It puts joy into our hearts. It gives us the will to live. It enriches
the lives of all the people it enfolds. It can turn a bad man into a good man. And it can tUrn
an enemy into a friend. With love everything is possible. Those who loved us in this world,
and whoes lives touched ours still continue to love us when they are in spirit (heaven) though
we can no longer see them. For the power of love endures forever.
Jacqueline

19'hJune 200S
You must all be careful and give some of your time to meditation and prayer so that ou can
continue to grow in spiritUality. And then you will be able to reach your goal more quickly.
You will then have a greater understanding of the work you are all doing at Gadey. Also in
which direction you are all travelling. You will also realise the purposeyou have to fulfill in
life. Many people sadly go through life without knowing this. Or not even' being sure of what
this purpose is.
It is only with meditation
potential will be realised.

prayer and taking note of your teachers words that your full

Jacqueline
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21" June 2005
As we walk down the path of life, everyone has his own destiny to fulm!. He has
path to follow. We each have to take a different road. It will depend on our wisdom
or not we choose the right direction. But we have much to lose if we take the wrong
It will prove to be difficult or it maybe even impossible to fInd our way back again.
Lord will guide us if we take the right path, and follow his teachings. And he will
into his light at our journeys end.

his own
whether
turning.
But the
bring us

Jacqueline

19'" June 2005
My children of the Stars.
My children of the tiniverse.
You do not yet fully understand
the importance of your work. But we are here with our
Divine Love to guide you. Things are changing, and your work has hdped with this, each and
everyone of you is important, for you can)' Divine Love with you wherever you go, share
this with who you meet, we are beside you, even when you no not what to say, ask us for
help. The words will flow form you with Divine Love and touch peoples hearts. We love you
dearly, for you are all important and mother earth thanks you for your work.
Remember start children we are more closer to you than your shadows, when your heart
beats as does ours, when your soul sings our souls sing sings with you, for we are one we
work together as one to help mo~her earth, so as you breathe now in out we are breathing
with you, our heart beats with yours, is your soul singing with ours? Wait for a moment and
feel. Did you feet us? Tears of joy may come for some, if you did not feel do not despair, it
will come, take moments to connect, with us, ,y start children. We embrace you with O\tr
divine love on every step of your earth journey. And in time, you will realise how important
your work at this time has been, go now children take our Divine Love and energy with you,
and pass it on to everyone and everything you see and touch.
At this moment I asked for a name of who was giving me this information.
You ask for a name, I take the name Hope. But this does not mean what you think, for it is
in aU our hearts and souls, for it is what we are doing together Healing Of Planet Earth this is
the true meaning of my name, the Healing Of Planet Earth so now my n;une HOPE means
something different to you. Remember the song with HOPE in your hearts, and you will
never walk alone, you'll never walk alone, you'll never walk alone, so my children go with the
Healing Of Planet Earth in your hearts, and you will never walk alone, you will never walk
alone, now the song means something different to you, so when you next here the song you
know what HOPE means Healing Of Planet Earth.
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26'h June 2005
Light BeitlgJ

Light Beings come to our group today.
The music from the tape has to be absorbed into the Being-into every cell of your body.
Listen from the Heart-fall still and absorb the Vibrations and

.

Love into each fibre of your Being.
You must connect--make a connection with the sound, the vibration.
This will erase any negativity in you.
lt is only in this state of deep Awareness of Being that you will be healed.
Listen to the sound and let it Flow through your body-touching every cell.
If you require extra healing to n particular part of your
body-focus the sound/vibration
on that part-but still let the
flow to the rest of the body continue.
Everybody can be healed by doing this. Healed of Body, Mind and Spirit.
Remember -You are Love.
Remember We Love You.
You are taken care of.
The sound/ vibration will purify your body and Being--but you
have free will and must want this to happen.
Your Heart must be open for healing to take place.
If you know something is wrong for your body and mind-leave it alone.
Eat and drink things that will be nutritious for you.
Your body and sense of well being affects your mind---and
your thoughts greatly affect your body.
Anything poisonous to your body -will have a huge effect on
your Being e.g. drugs,

alcohol,

smoking

- but

it is your choice-

you always have FREE WILL.
Your Consciousness, your Vibration will be deeply affected by
these toxic substances-they are foreign bodies to your
health and sense of well being.
But we say it again ---you always have Free Choice, Free will.
Let nothing disturb your mind---Be Free.
Live in the Present Moment-the Eternal Present-and speak
from your Third Eye Area ---with gentleness, understanding,
connection and Love.
Your words are very powerful-uLet your words heal and be
beneficial to others---otherwise remain Silent.
If something has to be said in an awkward situation-let it be
said with insight and wisdom and always with the best of
intention---from that space of Love and Forgiveness from your Hearts.
Let everyone you meet feel valued and cared for-we all
connect with one another. Everything and everybody is One.
Everyone is special in their own unique way.
We are all part of the one Creation-uRemember
that.
Light Beings, Angels, are always around---you are never
alone. WE LOVE YOU.
Through out the day make sure you have spaces for Silence
and Renewal---go deep within.
Appreciate your Lifeu-it is short. Give to others and it will
return in Abundance.
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Ga ta the Silent Depth .of yaut Hearts and know yau are truly
Loved. We I You arc all Light Beings, Beings of Light.
You, Jenny have known this for a long long rime ---as your
poems to your Indian teacher reveal ___n.
You just have to live in the Light.
And be there
each moment.
We love you

one and all.

28'h June 2005
The world is in elisarray with crisis after crisis.
There will soon be a new world leader, who will take charge.
And things will improve, but it will take some time for it to do SQ.
He will come from America.
As some unexpected

happenings

will take place there.

There will be great turmoil and upheaval. But good will always prevail over evil.
Jacqueline

S'hJuly 2005
I want you to listen carefully to my words.

., .

You have all come to the crossroads

in life.

And you must decide now which path y.ou should take.

.'

Before the great changes take place in the world. For they are coming very soon now. You
must prepare yourselves. Everyone's life will be affected. The wheat will be divided from the
chaff. It is necessary to perform as many good deeds as possible. So that we shalll be ready
for our new beginnings. And so that we shall be able to rejoyce in our new life. And live in
peace love and harmony together in one united family, the family of man.
Jacqueline

9'" July 2005
Oh My Friends, see how the structUres and continents Jlnd civilisations you build, melt away
.or end in destruction, this is only because you build them with no love, in your hearts, for it
is not that which you secretly desire within your heart of hearrs.
Everything that is created has some negative understanding attached,to it for exampl; what
can I make with1this how will we profit from this instead ask ofY0Utselves this question who
can I bless with and who willI best serve with this creation, then listen to YOUtinner answer
which will mostly be the self, or nothing, in both instances I promise you this, it is not a
positive change and shall, not be a blessing to you either.
Be ashored that we grieve and feel your grief, at this in your creation, we see all events upon
your earthly plain,as they unfold. It is because human life uses its choices unwisely. We are
here to teach you how best to use these wonderful powerful thoughts of creation and choices
that you possess within. Not only for the benefir of humankind but for all living things, if life
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.t!.

amongst you fights for freedom, then release this life from its bondage, and give it new hope.
Similarly release the truth you hold within you all.
See the structures in your ancient worlds, the ones that still stand today, you have no
knowledge of how they were built. What matters is that they still stand as a beacon of hope
and what they stand or stood for is far more important, because they stood for all people.
The sense of community and togetherness in both happy times and in grief, brought your
brothers and sisters together each time. I speak of such places as you call stone and wood
henge's, you have only forgotten that this is the best memory the father gave you all. So then
remember that because we are all one and that there is no separation only that which we
~

.

,

choose to separate ourselves from. So then my brothers and sisters, lift your head and your
heart release any fear or negative emotion which you may have dwelling within. Give your
fear and sadness to your father and your mother in prayer and you will see that all can and
will change if you really choose it.
We pray for ybu every moment, that you shall be safe that you shall be well, that you shall
remember the information that you need to create the way forward for your civilization, we
ask father and mother to assist you in this knowing that this shall become reality
So shall it be.

lO'hJuly 2005
It sounds so simple but what we are asking you to do is to bring some love into your world.
E,'erything else is a falsehood, so we are asking for you [0 bring some reality into your world.
You must learn to resist the temptation that lies in unreality - that is, the glamour that
surrounds states of fear or those states of being without love, without reality.
You have a natural beauty that is hidden behind your fears - and, with our help, you are
removing the dark shrouds that diffuse and corrupt the flow of light between each of you.
As aspects of one light your nature is to illuminate each others lives and your world. Our
nature is [0 show you that only that light is real, that only love exists.
We.do this by gently removing the barriers to your true expression. The barriers are like
shadows on a childs bedroom wall - dark fantasies that disappear with the light and loving

-

care.

And it is this that we help you [0 see - that you are all expressions oElight; all endowed with
endless loving care for all that is.
We are with you always.
In love and certainty.

23nJFebruary 2005
My beloved children you are going through many changes, we are working on your hearts to
release negativity and emotional scars, your hearts need to be pure, call on me Zadkiel to help
you do this.
My beloved children
T ohoks Kay Meih
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